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6
Best Colleges for Veterans - Regional Universities North

Additional Rankings

1
Accredited Online Colleges in New York - EDsmart

5
20 Best Affordable Healthcare Administration and Management Online Degree Programs – Affordable Schools

20
Best Healthcare Administration – Study.com
ORGANIZATIONAL UPDATE
FRAMEWORK GOALS

Set A Clear Vision

Lay A Strong Foundation
DRAFT VISION STATEMENT

“The vision of SUNY Polytechnic Institute is to:
• provide high-quality experiential learning for our students,
• empower faculty, students, and staff to conduct impactful, leading-edge research, scholarship, and innovation, and
• engage private and public sector partners to answer 21st Century technological and workforce challenges in a financially sustainable and inclusive manner.”
CORE VALUES

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

SOCIETAL BENEFIT

LIFE-LONG LEARNING

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

INTEGRITY

INCLUSION AND TRANSPARENCY
FRAMEWORK STRUCTURE

Innovative Academic Programs and Research Opportunities

People and Culture

Ways and Means

Committees

Committees

Committees
Framework for a Sustainable Future

Innovative Academic Programs and Research Opportunities

- Bridge to Nano Program
- 3+2 or 4+1 Engineering Programs
- Strategic Enrollment
- Innovative Health Science Programs
- Innovative Graduate and Continuing Professional Education Programs
- Research Advancement

Focuses on long-term recommendations
People and Culture

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion

SUNY Poly Empowerment
Ways and Means

- Financial Planning of Academic Enterprise*
- Capital Facility Master Plan
- University Advancement

* This committee is still ongoing.
THEMES OF RECOMMENDATIONS

- Empower people and cultivate diversity and inclusion
- Enable and leverage partnerships
- Engage regional communities and re-build a supporting network
- Enhance academic strengths and excellence
- Establish academic and research support infrastructure
ENHANCE ACADEMIC STRENGTHS AND EXCELLENCE

Strategically Increase Enrollment

Build Innovative UG Programs
Expand Master's Programs

Improve Retention and Graduation Rates
**SUNY POLY EMPOWERMENT COMMITTEE**

**Mission**

SUNY Poly is committed to creating a positive campus environment in which everyone has a voice and feels safe, valued, and empowered. The SUNY Poly Empowerment team is charged with nurturing a culture of respect at SUNY Poly where everyone is able and encouraged to act and achieve their own goals to enrich the community.

**Solutions Box**

**Albany**  
NFE Rotunda  
Under the stairs near the main entrance

**Utica**  
Student Center  
Near the stairs closest to the Wildcat entrance

Submit recommendations online at sunypoly.edu/about/empowerment.
ESTABLISH ACADEMIC AND RESEARCH SUPPORT INFRASTRUCTURE

Administrative Support, Processes, and Policies

Academic & Research Support Infrastructure

Physical Infrastructure
Utica Master Plan Completion Fall 2019
Albany Master Plan Expected Spring 2020
Partnership with University at Albany

- Freedom Apartments
- Dining
- Campus Recreation Resources
- Health Services
- Counseling and Psychological Services
- IT Services
QUANTUM INFORMATION SCIENCE
1ST INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP
JULY 9-11, 2019, ROME, NY
OPEN INNOVATION CAMPUS
SUNY LAB DAYS

SAVE THE DATE

OCT.10.19
STONY BROOK UNIVERSITY
4:00-8:00 PM
Don’t miss the chance to discover new opportunities at New York State’s federal laboratories!

OCT.17.19
SUNY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE UTICA